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Bless Mongolia 2019

Mongolian Web Comic Proposal

Internet web comics are immensely popular all over the world. Create International has been producing contextualized 

evangelistic media for over 30 years, and we are excited to participate in the 2019 Bless Mongolia initiative to end Bible 

poverty in Mongolia. A contextualized web comic that encourages the people of Mongolia to see the Gospel as their own 

and to look to God’s Word for faith and practice could have a powerful impact on the nation.

Create International is currently running a new University of the Nations school called the Frontier Comics Seminar at 

YWAM North Cascades. The 14 talented students and 6 experienced staff will work together with field personnel to 

produce a comic that will use elements from Mongolian history and culture to share the seven commands of Jesus in a 

creative and compelling way. Set it in the days of the Mongolian Empire around 1220, Queen Sorghaghtani tells seven 

stories to the gathered princes and princesses. We are hoping this comic will appeal to audiences of all ages.

The web comic will be hosted by a local Mongolian provider, and also distributed on the LightStream Pocket devices 

that will be distributed in the summer of 2019. We also plan to design and print bookmarks that will contain elements of 

the comic and a QR-code that people can use to instantly load the URL of the comic into their phones. We hope that a 

bookmark will be included along with every Bible that is handed out in Mongolia.

For more information, contact:

Dave Hudson <dave@createtaiwan.com> or Jason Kelly <jason@ywamnorthcascades.com>.

We’re halfway through the Frontier Comics 
Seminar…and so far it’s been amazing! Our 
students have really become family, are loving the 
experience and are learning tons. In week one, 
Dave Hudson, founder of the School of Cartooning 
and Animation for Missions in Taiwan taught on 
Missions, Contextual Art and the Elements of 
Comics. We also were able to go to Vancouver, BC 
to hear Nicholas Kole teach us for an afternoon on 
character design. It was so good! In week two, 
Sergio Cariello, illustrator of The Action Bible and 
former Marvel and DC Comics illustrator taught us 
on figure drawing and drawing fundamentals. 
Week three our FCS staff taught on Photoshop,  
inking, page layout and color theory and also led 
daily figure drawing exercises. I’ve had the chance 
to teach on storytelling, divinely inspired art, and 
artists in missions. Our talented students are very 
engaged and working hard on two 8-page comics 
assignments (one sharing their testimony and the 
other involving characters they’ve created). 

Next, we’re on to the production phase! Please 
pray for us to tap into God’s creativity for this! Pray 
our comic book is approved by the Bless Mongolia 
team in charge of YWAM’s efforts to distribute 
Bibles to every home in Mongolia next summer. 
Pray also funding is found for printing! 

  the FCS class of Jan. 2019

Some character designs our staff put together for 
our story proposal to the Bless Mongolia team

Our FCS classroom in action Art by Nicholas Kole Sergio Cariello teaching & drawing batman
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